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2006 & BEYOND
Howard Wetston was appointed Chair of

A:

the Ontario Energy Board in June 2003

change in Ontario's energy sector with

with the mandate of charting a new course

respect to the Board. Two developments

for Ontario's regulator. Three years later,

stand out - the transformation of the

and legislative change and reform at the

Board into a stand-alone crown corporation

Board continues to shape the direction and

and the expansion of our regulatory

evolution of Ontario's electricity regulator.

responsibilities, particularly in electricity.

Mr. Wetston recently provided insight into

The expansion of our role in electricity

ongoing activities at the Board and lent

was very important. After rate-regulating

perspective to what lies ahead for Ontario's

the natural gas sector for four decades,

electricity distributors.

we were able to begin implementing full

It has been a period of tremendous

rate regulation of electricity distributors.

Q:

It's been two and a half years since
you were appointed as Chair of the Ontario
Energy Board. A lot has happened in this
time, both at the OEB and in the electricity
sector. What are the most significant
changes in your view?

Howard Wetston, Chair
Ontario Energy Board

In addition, we are proactive in using
regulatory policy tools where appropriate such as the NGF and cost allocation.
We've also done a lot to enhance our
communications with stakeholders and
with consumers. Most significant, I think,
. . . continued on page 6
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Take the Leap

Smart meters will soon be a reality in Ontario. We have been in the sub-metering
business for more than 15 years and we can make your move to smart metering simple.
Call to find out how.

1-866-836-3837
Sub-metering is our Business

Message from the Chair

Michael Angemeer
Chair, EDA

Eight weeks have now passed since I assumed

will raise the rate to 5.8 cents per kWh for

my responsibilities as EDA Chair, and the

electricity use up to 600 kWh per month, and

current momentum of activity in Ontario’s

6.7 cents per kWh for consumption above that

distribution sector is giving me immediate

threshold. This pricing structure remains in

and firsthand experience in my new role.

effect until the end of October.

Whether it is distributors’ role in the delivery

The new prices will be reflected in electricity

of conservation and demand management

bills that are mailed to customers over the

programs (CDM), or the responsibility that

next two months, depending on individual

LDCs will assume in the implementation of

billing cycles. It is inevitable that LDC call

the government’s smart meter initiative, the

centres will take the brunt of customer

EDA works diligently on behalf of LDCs to

frustration over price increases on bills and

stay at the forefront of those discussions,

we are sure to see increased levels of activity

decisions and developments that are

in customer service departments across the

continuing to shape Ontario’s electricity

province. This is one issue of concern that

industry.

was addressed in a presentation CEO Charlie
Macaluso and myself gave to the Ontario

The good
work of
distributors,
and their
accomplishments
over the past
12 months,
cannot be
understated.

The Association is currently working on a

Power Authority (OPA) Board of Directors

number of advocacy fronts.

a few weeks ago.

Most recently, the OEB’s announcement of the

Another matter of importance that we

Regulated Price Plan (RPP) and the issuance

raised with the OPA was the need for

of the majority of Distribution Rate decisions,

better coordination among all participants

has garnered a great deal of the industry’s

in Conservation and Demand Management

attention.

(CDM) programming and the need for
long-term certainty that LDCs will retain

At the time of the announcement on

a key role in the design and delivery of

April 12th, the Association’s primary focus

CDM activities.

was to ensure consumers and the media
understood what the RPP represented, and

The good work of distributors, and their

more importantly, that the RPP is neither

accomplishments over the past 12 months,

determined nor controlled by local distributors.

cannot be understated. LDC experience and

We also wanted to acknowledge that LDC

expertise in offering effective conservation

cost controls and greater efficiencies helped

programs is the first, important step in creating

to reduce the impact of the RPP to Ontario

the government’s envisioned ‘culture of conser-

consumers as distributors managed to keep

vation’ among Ontarians. And your diligent

their rates relatively low, and in some cases

work is being recognized by the government.

affected a rate decrease.

LDCs have stepped up to the plate and done
some amazing things to help this province with

The newly announced rates for the RPP

its supply shortage, through innovative CDM

represent an 18.5 percent increase over 2005

programs. But we need more and more home

for the cost of electricity for a customer who

runs, as the reliance on our expertise and close

typically consumes 1,000 kWh per month.

connection with the customer will increase over

These new prices take effect on May 1st and

the next few years of short supply. The low
...continued on page 10
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Leading by Example
EDA Industry Awards
Toronto Unplugged Campaign
EDA Innovation Award, Public Relations

on air quality reports. The strategic approach

province to initiate a program of this type.

was to ensure that they aligned electricity
conservation messaging with the weather.

In the spring of 2005, Toronto Hydro

The "Conserving Homes" program provides
energy efficiency measures and education to

recognized the importance of creating

Toronto Hydro, in partnership with the Fatal

help low-income participants reduce their

awareness and educating the public on

Light Awareness Program, or FLAP, also

electricity consumption. The intent is to provide

electricity conservation.

created an innovative and sustainable program

assistance to the most vulnerable of electricity

to reach Toronto's commercial customers with

customers who are hit hardest by rising energy

the 'Lights Out Toronto' campaign.

costs.

the utility developed a unique, multi-faceted

FLAP is a not-for-profit agency dedicated

The "Conserving Homes" initiative is based

campaign to communicate the need for

to bird safety in the city. This successful

on a low-income conservation template

conservation to Toronto residents. The

partnership will see the creation of new city

developed by the Low Income Energy

campaign incorporated media relations,

by-laws that ensure tall buildings shut their

Network (LIEN), an organization representing

government/stakeholder relations, public

lights off, especially during migration season.

close to 50 non-profit groups. Brantford

With this in mind, and as part of their overall
conservation and demand management plan,

service announcements and sponsorships.

Power developed and implemented the
Another innovative program targeted a more

program through a partnership with Share

The 'Toronto Unplugged' campaign earned

youthful audience with the 'UNPLUG' pilot.

the Warmth, a charity providing emergency

Toronto Hydro the EDA's 2005 Innovation

Text messaging via cell phones and e-mail

energy assistance services to customers living

Award in the public relations category, which

communications provided over 850

at or near the poverty line across Ontario. The

was presented at the Association's Annual

participants with a series of relevant

Ministry of Energy contributed $30,000 to the

Meeting on February 27th.

conservation tips.

detailed program design.

The program entailed numerous components,

Tangible success speaks for itself. The Toronto

The program has three components: a home

including a series of media advisories to resi-

Unplugged campaign received extensive

energy assessment; installation of energy

dents and businesses that provided practical

recognition in TV, radio and print media and

saving measures; and, education during and

measures and encouraged conservation

generated more than 26 million impressions,

after the home assessment and installation of

through one of the hottest summers on record.

and yielded over 150 media stories.

energy saving measures.

Wide media coverage was also successfully

Brantford Power's 'Conserving Homes'

The 2005 pilot included approximately 100

generated through a commissioned survey that

Program

homes in Brantford that were identified through

revealed Torontonian's habits and thoughts on
electricity conservation. The public release of

EDA Innovation Award, Customer Service

in-take agencies such as the Community Legal
Clinic in Brantford, the Family Counseling

the survey provided an additional platform to

The Innovation Award, Customer Service

Centre, St. Andrews Church and the Salvation

relay conservation messaging.

Category was awarded to Brantford Power for

Army - all of whom provided input into the

their low-income Conservation and Demand

program design.

During last summer's heat wave, weather

Management (CDM) pilot, entitled "Conserving

and traffic report tags on '680 News' featured

Homes." Approved by the Ontario Energy

In 2005 the program was promoted at a Clean

Hydro alert messages. A 16-week campaign

Board (OEB) in December 2004, Brantford's

Air Foundation Event and it was also included

on City TV's CP 24 weatherboard reached over

CDM plan committed $100,000 towards this

in the Ministry of Energy's "LDC Conservation

a million people, as did conservation messaging

special program and was the first utility in the

Briefing Day."
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Incoming EDA Chair Michel Angemeer, poses with Andrew Molenaar, Vice-Chair of Brantford Power and
Executive Director of Share the Warmth, Edward de Gale, after receiving the Innovation Award for
Brantford Power’s “Conserving Homes” program.

'Conserving Homes' has achieved real savings
for participating customers and will be quantitatively tested against the OEB Total Resource
Cost Guidelines for inclusion in Brantford
Power's 2006 CDM Plan.

The EDA’s Chair’s Citation was awarded to 29-year
industry veteran, Robert Lake, former President,
Peterborough Utilities Services.

Individual Awards
The EDA's Chair's Citation is awarded to individuals who have distinguished themselves
through outstanding, dedicated service to the Association and the industry over an extended
period of time.

Bluewater Power's 'Environmental
Management System'

The 2005 Chair's Citation was awarded to a 29-year veteran of the industry, Robert Lake,
former President, Peterborough Utilities Services, and General Manager, Peterborough Utilities

EDA Environmental Excellence Award
The EDA Environmental Excellence Award
recognizes a distribution company for its
outstanding efforts in conservation and striving
to protect and improve the environment. This
year's recipient is an industry leader in their
commitment to creating a cleaner, safer and
healthier environment - Bluewater Power
Distribution Corporation.

Commission (retired). Mr. Lake served as President of the MEA from 1998 to 1999 and has
served on numerous Association Committees over the past 16 years. He was also a member
of the MEARIE Board from 1997 to 2000.
The Robert H. Hay Award of Exceptional Merit is presented in recognition of outstanding
citizenship qualities as evidenced by personal integrity, and devoted and energetic service to the
Association and to the people of Ontario and was presented to Larry Hebert, former General
Manager of Thunder Bay Hydro (retired).
Mr. Hebert has made a significant contribution to the LDC sector, serving on the District

Through its 'Environmental Management
System' program, Bluewater Power has made
environmental protection an integral part of its
planning and operating decisions. They are setting an example to customers by practicing the
wise use of energy, exceeding environmental
standards and regulations, and continually
improving the utility's environmental pollution
prevention efforts. The intent is to reduce the
volume of waste they generate by recycling,
reducing and reusing.

Executive of the MEA and EDA for 20 years, and on countless committees of the Association.
He has unselfishly devoted countless hours to volunteer work and has given many years of
service to his community.
The Pauline Storks Directors Award honours the dedication, leadership, passion and
commitment to the Assocition that Ms Storks exhibited throughout her career. This special
award was presented for the first time this year at the EDA's Annual Meeting to Don
MacMaster, Director, Whitby Hydro Board of Directors.
Mr. MacMaster has dedicated himself to many years of committed service in the electricity
distribution industry. He served on the EDA Board of Directors for two terms from 2003 to 2005
and was Chair of MEARIE for the 2004/2005 term.

...continued on page 10
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O N TA R I O E N E R G Y B O A R D C H

is that we've done all this while successfully

among all the applications and used what we

maintaining a focus on our core adjudicative

call "generic" proceedings to examine those

responsibilities.

issues and make decisions that would apply

Q: You have called this a road map for rates?
How does it work?

to all utilities. The recent decision to let

A:

utilities start recovering some of the costs

this year. We'll review the cost of capital and

Electricity Distributors were regulated
before. What, in your view, is different about
the OEB taking over the regulation?

of installing smart meters is an example

rates of return for utilities. We'll review the

of that.

results of the cost allocation work underway

A:

Q:

Q:

First, there are the things we need to do

now and implement any aspects that are
material and prudent.

Of course, electricity distributors' rates

were subject to the approval of the former
Ontario Hydro. What makes the OEB's regulation
different has been the public rate-setting process
that involves applications from utilities, the
review of that evidence by panels of Board
Members and the participation of intervenors

It looks like the rate making regulatory
framework is still a work in progress. At the
EDA Annual Meeting in February, you gave a
speech that outlined some very detailed specifics
about where the OEB wants to take distribution
rate making. Can you share your thinking on
this?

through a public and transparent process. We

Then, in 2007, we'll continue to work on the
comparators and cohorts project that began in
the 2006 Electricity Distribution Rates (EDR)
process. We'll also be looking at standards for
depreciation, working capital and other elements
of revenue requirements that have been deferred
from the 2006 EDR. As I mentioned, we will

have also laid out a road map for the next

A:

three years to provide greater certainty.

to both the electricity and the natural gas

adjustment mechanism - what we're calling

distribution sectors. We have some experience

"second generation" performance-based rates.

with this in natural gas and limited experience

We expect that 2007 will be the last time all

in electricity and it is an important step we

the distribution utilities will be before the Board

need to take.

at the same time. There will be a number of

Q:

You mention the distribution rates which
you have recently approved for 2006 - 2007.
The process was a huge undertaking for
electricity distributors that began in the
summer of 2005. Why was it so complex?

A:

It was complex because the electricity

We are introducing incentive rate making

adjust rates using a simple incentive rate

considerations that will determine which
There are two important features of our

distributors come before the Board in which year,

plan. Electricity distributors will not have

such as comparators and cohorts. But there will

to come to the Board every year. After the

be other factors, including perhaps, voluntary

full cost of service review for 2006-07 rates,

self-selection as to the timing of rebasing.

sector was never fully able to implement cost

we will develop a simple mechanism for

of service regulation before rates were frozen a

adjusting rates once a year. Most utilities

The final part of the road map will be rolled out

few years back. That meant that once the freeze

will get this rate for 2007-08 and then,

in 2008.That year, only about a third of distributors

was finally lifted, the Board had to examine the

one-third of all electricity utilities will have

will have new re-based revenue requirements on

actual costs utilities faced to provide certain

their rates reviewed each year. The rest will

which rates need to be set. Those that do have

services, what rate recovery was appropriate

have their rates continue to be adjusted by

their rates re-based will begin operating under

and what rate of return was fair to investors

our formula. That gives all utilities greater

what we call "third generation" incentive rates.

to encourage future investment.

certainty over a longer period and an incentive

The others, in thirds, will come before the Board

to identify greater efficiencies. If they can

in 2009 and 2010.

We recognized this was going to be challenging

operate for less than the revenue they collect

for distributors. That is why we took a number

in rates, they may be able to keep that saved

of steps to streamline and standardize our

revenue. At the same time, the OEB wants

processes. We developed a filing handbook for

to ensure appropriate service standards are

distributors with guidelines as to the information

maintained and that there is an opportunity

we needed in applications and how it could be

for the utilities' customers to see the benefit

presented. We also identified common issues

of those efficiencies as well.
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It is a very comprehensive program.

Q: Some of our members have concerns about
the amount of regulation they are facing. What
can you tell them?

www.eda-on.ca

AIR

Howard Wetston

. . . continued from front cover

2006 & BEYOND
initiatives rather than traditional quasi-judicial

developed by the Ontario Power Authority. This

comprehensive change that seems to have

adjudication and hearings. These are ways all

will have a significant impact on the province

a proportionately large impact on electricity

parts of the sector can work together in less

and distributors will feel the impact of it.

distributors because so many elements are in

formal, less adversarial ways and they have been

Ultimately the Board must determine what

play all at once. The simple reality is that we

very successful in developing ways to meet the

proportion of the costs of supply and transmission

must be prepared.

government's policy goals.

and distribution are passed on via distributors

A:

The entire energy sector is facing

to consumers in Ontario. We must regulate
carefully and confidently in an ever-changing

That's also the reason why we continue to work
with the EDA, individual distributors and other
stakeholders to develop ways to address these

Q:

Turning to the future, what do you see
ahead for the OEB?

price environment. This is a challenge and
we must ensure that as we seek further
improvements in efficiency from industry,

challenges. We appreciate the effort organizations

we also apply that to our work at the OEB.

in the sector are making to work through these

A:

issues with us. On a number of fronts, for example,

implementing the incentive rate plan. The OEB

distribution rates and the development of the

will regulate the new smart meter entity and will

It is challenging work. But, I am confident the OEB

Regulated Price Plan for commodity electricity,

set time of use smart meter prices as part of the

and everyone in the sector are committed to working

we have used working groups, stakeholder

Regulated Price Plan. We will also be reviewing

together to meet the needs of electricity consumers

consultations and what we call regulatory policy

the Integrated Power System Plan (IPSP) being

in the most effective and efficient way.

There is still much to be done. We will be
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Powering Ontario: 1906
Building the Grid
THE HISTORY OF ELECTRIC POWER IN ONTARIO, PART II
By Robert H. Hay
The EDA is proud to re-publish this article in the memory of Dr. Hay and in recognition of the 100th
Anniversary of Electric Power in Ontario - 1906 to 2006.

First Transmission Line
The first big undertaking in the drive to bring
electric power to Ontarians at cost was the
construction of a transmission line to supply
19,571 kilowatts of electric power to the
"Original 14 Municipalities." Work at the
Toronto end of the line started on November 8,
1908, at a sod-turning ceremony attended by

newspapers described as "the greatest celebration

energy from Niagara Falls to the original

in the town's history." Power was being supplied

fourteen municipalities. The municipalities

to seven of the original 14 by the end of 1910.

distributed the energy and investor-owned

The Commission also provided Ottawa with

utility companies at Niagara Falls generated it.

electricity purchased from the Ottawa and Hull
Power and Manufacturing Company and had

Hydro's first capital project was the construction

built transmission facilities to serve Port Arthur

of a transmission line from Niagara Falls to

with power purchased from the Kaministiquia

Toronto that serviced other municipalities on

Power Company.

route. It was designed to carry 75,000 kW at

representative of all the co-operating
municipalities. Beck's engineers, Fred Gaby
and Harry Aces, estimated that the project would
cost $3,500,000. Spokesmen for the private
power lobby, ridiculing Gaby and Aces as
"young whippersnappers just out of college,"
told Premier Whitney that the line could not be
build for less than $12,000,000. When Whitney
delayed a decision, the power unions rallied
behind Beck, who again put his political future

110,000 volts and broke new ground, as did so
The first generating station built by the

many more of the works designed and built by

Commission was in service at Wasdell Falls,

Aces and Gaby. The line was completed and

on the Severn River, by 1914, and operated

power delivered to Toronto by May 1911.

at a capacity of 750 kilowatts. By 1917, the
Commission had also purchased the Ontario

The contract for purchase of power from the

Power Company plant at Niagara Falls, source

Ontario Power Company specified that the

of the system's original supply of power. The

frequency of the alternating current be 25

Toronto Power Company's station at Niagara

Hertz (25 cycles per second), the same as all

was acquired in 1922.

other power companies in Niagara Falls at that

on the line. He told the Premier he could take
the word of his engineers.
The project was completed in time for the
switching-on ceremonies in 1910 and cost
$3,350,000, $150,000 less than the original
estimate of the young engineers.

time. This decision would prove to be a costly
The program of purchase and construction

mistake and would ultimately create obstacles in

of generating facilities expanded as the

the development of a province-wide grid. Within

Commission's financial strength grew.

a few years the Niagara region from Toronto

One highlight of the construction program's

west was a 25 Hertz island in a continent-wide

early phase was the start, in 1917, of work

sea of 60 Hertz electricity supply.

on the Queenston-Chippawa plant to tap power
from the Niagara River. This plant became
known as the Sir Adam Beck - Niagara

Berlin Switches On

Generating Station No. 1.

The first in a series of "switch-on" ceremonies
took place in Berlin (Kitchener) on October 11,
1910. Illumination of the streets and public
buildings by electricity produced at Niagara
Falls, 100 miles away, touched off what

8

To extend its public power system to
municipalities in the rest of the province,
Hydro bought out local power companies most notably in the Georgian Bay, Eastern
Ontario, Ottawa and Fort William-Port Arthur

Creating The Transmission
Grid
Hydro's first mandate was to transmit electrical

areas. Each company had its own transmission
system operating at its own voltage. Fortunately
the frequency was 60 Hertz so Hydro could
integrate them into regional systems with some

www.eda-on.ca

to 2006
A crew from the Toronto
Niagara Power Company
erects poles for a
12,000-volt line, 1907
(Photo courtesy of Hydro One Inc.)

inter-connection between systems. By 1930 there
were five regional systems: the Niagara System,
the Georgian Bay System, the Eastern Ontario
System, the Thunder Bay System and the
Northern Ontario System.
In the 1920s Ontario Hydro was short of power,
particularly in the Niagara Region, but there was
surplus hydraulic power in Quebec. Hydro
negotiated contracts to purchase large blocks of
power from three Quebec companies, Gatineau
Power, MacIaren-Quebec Power and Montreal
Light, Heat and Power Company. To deliver
that power to Toronto, Hydro built a 230-mile,
220,000 volt transmission line from Paugan Falls
to Leaside and, a year later, added a 330-mile line
from Beauharnois. The lines were laid out using
photogrammetric survey methods (aerial
photography).

Linemen at work on a guyed tower, 1906
(Photo courtesy of Hydro One Inc.)

Construction began on the first line in 1927 and
was completed a year later. The second line from
Beauharnois was started in 1929 and was finished
and carrying power in 1932. The advanced
technical design and operational success
confirmed that 230,000 volt transmission was
essential to Hydro's plans for a province-wide
grid and to the economical transfer of large
amounts of power from increasingly remote
hydraulic sources to the growing urban and
industrial load centres in southern Ontario.

A steam
roller
transports
a 12-ton
transformer
unit at Port
Arthur, 1910
(Photo courtesy of
Hydro One Inc.)

(The third, and final instalment will appear in
the May/June edition of the Distributor)
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...continued from page 5

Leading by Example
EDA Industry Awards
The utility is eliminating known environmental hazards in a number of

Additionally, their service center offices are heated and cooled by a ground

different areas:

source geo-thermal unit.

" Replaced their fleet pick up trucks with the most fuel-efficient
gasoline vehicles on the market.
" A 'no idling policy' is in place and they've installed LED lighting
on all service vehicles.
" They are a member of the air quality alert system with the
Ministry of the Environment and during smog alerts, activities
such as lawn maintenance is rescheduled.
" No pesticides are used on substation and service center lawns.
" Recycling meter glass through the Energy Exchange and
reducing paper consumption in offices.

Message from the Chair

...continued from page 3

hanging fruit is everywhere and we need to

decisions, but we continue to keep the lines of

This special event gives LDCs the chance to

move quickly to grab it.

communication open as the Ministry formulates

meet face-to-face with MPPs and key Cabinet

their next steps. Ministry staff have indicated

Ministers, including Minister Cansfield who will

I am very proud to work with and represent

that draft regulations pursuant to Bill 21 will

be on hand to address attendees. This year, the

such a committed group of leaders with an

be released for stakeholder comment soon. The

event features CDM display exhibits from each

obvious concern for the success of the customer.

Association continues to monitor the situation

of the EDA’s District Associations that will

On this same topic, the Conservation Bureau

closely and will release information to members

provide insight for MPPs into the many CDM

will launch a province-wide education and

as it comes available.

activities that are taking place across different

incentive program in the near future. The EDA

regions of the province.

has worked with the Conservation Bureau in

Association staff is also keeping a close eye on

seeking input on program design and delivery

the government’s announced Standard Offer

In addition, I’d like to remind members and

from its LDC members over the last number of

Program establishing a fixed price for renewable

industry colleagues that the EDA’s Executive

weeks. Seventy-eight distributors have signed up

energy projects. The Ontario Energy Board (OEB)

Symposium is coming up on May 28th and 29th,

to participate in the Conservation Bureau’s

and Ontario Power Authority (OPA) will develop

and is being held in Gatineau, just ten minutes

Spring Coupon Program, which will likely be

a detailed implementation plan that will come

from Parliament Hill. This year’s program, the

repeated in the fall.

into effect this fall. The EDA will take part in an

Dynamics of Change, features some outstanding

upcoming stakeholder consultation process where

industry and government leaders. Be sure to visit

such details as eligibility will be worked through.

the EDA website for further information and to

On another front, the Smart Meter Policy
Committee has met twice in recent weeks with

register for this special Association event. I look

the Ministry of Energy to discuss the possible

Before closing, I would like to highlight two

forward to seeing all of you at these events where

governance structure and role of LDCs in any

EDA events that are on the horizon. First and

we can celebrate some of our accomplishments

centralized agency or oversight entity that may

foremost, the EDA will once again host the

and share ideas to make things even better. Keep

be created. To date, the government has made no

Annual Queen’s Park Utility Day on May 8th.

up the great work.
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